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Threat Reduces Value-Driven but Not Salience-Driven Attentional Capture

Andy Jeesu Kim and Brian A. Anderson
Texas A&M University

What we direct our attention to is strongly influenced by both bottom-up and top-down processes.
Moreover, the control of attention is biased by prior learning, such that attention is automatically captured
by stimuli previously associated with either reward or threat. It is unknown whether value-oriented and
threat-oriented mechanisms of selective information processing function independently of one another,
or whether they interact with each other in the selection process. Here, we introduced the threat of electric
shock into the value-driven attentional capture paradigm to examine whether the experience of threat
influences the attention capturing quality of previously reward-associated stimuli. The results showed
that value-driven attentional capture was blunted by the experience of threat. This contrasts with previous
reports of threat potentiating attentional capture by physically salient stimuli, which we replicate here.
Our findings demonstrate that threat selectively interferes with value-based but not salience-based
attentional priority, consistent with a competitive relationship between value-based and threat-based
information processing.
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Attention is a selective cognitive process that filters sensory
input to manage the limited representational capacity of our per-
ceptual system (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). Although attention
can be voluntarily directed to objects (Corbetta, Kincade, Ollinger,
McAvoy, & Shulman, 2000; Corbetta Shulman, 2002; Duncan &
Humphreys, 1989; Shulman et al., 1999; Wolfe, 1994) and spatial
locations (Abrams, Barbot, & Carrasco, 2010; Gabay & Henik,
2010; Hayward & Ristic, 2013; Posner, 1980; Tipper & Kingstone,
2005) in accordance with behavioral goals, mechanisms of invol-
untary attentional capture reflexively orient attention under certain
circumstances. The physical salience of stimuli (Kahneman, Tre-
isman, & Gibbs, 1992; Pashler, 1988; Theeuwes, 1991, 1992,
2010) and the similarity between a stimulus and a searched-for
target (Anderson & Folk, 2010; Becker, Dutt, Vromen, & Horst-
mann, 2017; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Folk, Remington, &
Johnston, 1992; Wolfe, 1994) have been well-documented to in-
fluence attentional capture. More recently, learned associations
between stimuli and reward have been shown to influence the

orienting of attention (Anderson, Laurent, & Yantis, 2013; Della
Libera & Chelazzi, 2006; Engelmann & Pessoa, 2007; Hickey,
Chelazzi, & Theeuwes, 2010a, 2010b; Kiss, Driver, & Eimer,
2009; Navalpakkam, Koch, Rangel, & Perona, 2010). Previously
reward-associated stimuli capture attention even when physically
nonsalient and task-irrelevant, suggesting that reward learning has
a direct impact on the attention system, what has been referred to
as value-driven attentional capture (Anderson, Laurent, & Yantis,
2011, 2014).

It has long been understood that fearful or threatening stimuli
also automatically capture attention. Experimental paradigms have
used fearful faces (Dimberg & Ohman, 1996; Eastwood, Smilek,
& Merikle, 2001; Eldar, Yankelevitch, Lamy, & Bar-Haim, 2010;
Vuilleumier, 2005), threatening animals (e.g., snakes, spiders;
Ohman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001; Ohman & Mineka, 2003),
negative-valence images (Derryberry & Reed, 2002; Most, Chun,
Widders, & Zald, 2005; Quigley, Nelson, Carriere, Smilek, &
Purdon, 2012), or threatening words (Mathews & Macleod, 1985,
1994) to capture attention. More recent evidence demonstrates that
such automatic orienting translates to arbitrary stimuli previously
paired with electric shock (Schmidt, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes,
2015a, 2015b; Wang, Yu, & Zhou, 2013) or aversive white noise
(Chubala & Smith, 2009; Koster, Crombez, Van Damme, Ver-
schuere, & De Houwer, 2004) during a conditioning phase, sug-
gesting that the influence of associative learning on automatic
attention extends to learning from aversive outcomes.

The relationship between the mechanisms underlying value-
driven attention and attention to aversively conditioned stimuli is
not known. One possibility is that each of these two sources of
attentional priority are represented in dedicated neural and cogni-
tive systems for reward and threat, respectively, which indepen-
dently bias attention. By this account, the experience of threat
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would not be expected to interfere with the influence of reward on
attention. A second possibility is that these two sources of atten-
tional priority compete with one another, such that the processing
of threat information interferes with value-based guidance. By this
account, value-driven attentional capture should be reduced under
conditions of threat.

The role of anxiety and threat in attention and cognition has
been a topic of broad research interest. Typical approaches
include comparing the performance of individuals who differ
in trait-level anxiety (e.g., Bar-Haim, Lamy, Pergamin,
Bakermans-Kranenburg, & van IJzendoorn, 2007; Derryberry
& Reed, 2002; Koster, Crombez, Van Damme, Verschuere, &
De Houwer, 2005; Koster, Crombez, Verschuere, & De Hou-
wer, 2006; Moser, Becker, & Moran, 2012) or assessing per-
formance with and without concurrent threat (e.g., threat of
shock: Eldar et al., 2010; Robinson, Vytal, Cornwell, & Grillon,
2013; Shackman, Maxwell, McMenamin, Greischar, & David-
son, 2011). Attentional biases toward threat-related stimuli are
generally more pronounced in anxious individuals (Bar-Haim et
al., 2007; Derryberry & Reed, 2002; Shechner & Bar-Haim,
2016; Shechner et al., 2017). Current threat has been shown to
interfere with ongoing cognitive processes (Curtin, Patrick,
Lang, Cacioppo, & Birbaume, 2001; Lang, 1995; Pessoa, Kast-
ner, & Ungerleider, 2002; Pessoa, McKenna, Gutierrez, &
Ungerleider, 2002; Wyczesany, Ligeza, & Grzybowski, 2015),
although cases of unimpaired cognition have also been reported
(Bechara, Damasio, & Damasio, 2000; Damasio, Tranel, &
Damasio, 1991; Dias, Robbins, & Roberts, 1996; Esteves &
Ohman, 1993; Maxwell & Davidson, 2004; Yamaguchi & Har-
wood, 2017). Most relevant to the present study, anxiety dis-
orders have been linked to increased distractibility and impaired
concentration (Eldar et al., 2010; Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos,
& Calvo, 2007), including increased susceptibility to attentional
capture by physically salient stimuli (Esterman et al., 2013).
Furthermore, the signaling of threat via fearful facial expres-
sions enhances detection of peripheral visual events (Phelps,
Ling, & Carrasco, 2006; Susskind et al., 2008), and negative
arousal biases perception toward stimuli with high priority
(often operationalized as physically salient stimuli) at the ex-
pense of less-salient stimuli (Sutherland & Mather, 2012,
2015), consistent with the arousal-biased competition hypoth-
esis (Mather & Sutherland, 2011).

In the present study, we examined how threat modulates the
influence of reward history on the allocation of attention. If threat
is processed independently of the mechanisms by which learned
value biases attention, threatening conditions either should not
influence the magnitude of attentional capture by previously
reward-associated stimuli or attentional capture should be poten-
tiated by threat. The latter possibility would be consistent with
arousal-biased competition under the assumption that the valuable
distractors are afforded high priority, which is typically the case
without concurrent threat manipulations (e.g., Anderson, Faulkner,
Rilee, Yantis, & Marvel, 2013; Anderson & Kim, 2018; Anderson
et al., 2011, 2014; Anderson & Yantis, 2012), or with decreased
cognitive control or otherwise increased distractibility in a threat-
ened state. On the other hand, if systems for representing threat
and value share a competitive relationship, the magnitude of value-
driven attentional capture should instead be reduced under threat-
ening conditions.

Experiment 1

To examine the modulatory influence of threat on value-driven
attentional biases, we examined attentional capture by reward cues
with and without the threat of shock. To quantify the effects of
reward history on selective attention, we utilized the value-driven
attentional capture paradigm in which a participant is rewarded for
orienting toward a valuable stimulus during a training phase, and
this valuable stimulus then serves as a task-irrelevant distractor
during a subsequent test phase (Anderson et al., 2011). We com-
bined our attentional capture paradigm with the translational threat
of shock paradigm, which has been used to induce anxiety in
within-subject behavioral designs (Davis, Walker, Miles, & Gril-
lon, 2010; Schmitz & Grillon, 2012). There is emerging evidence
that experimental induction of anxiety, particularly through threat
of shock, evokes neural circuitry and patterns of behavior charac-
teristic of pathological anxiety (Robinson, Bond, & Roiser, 2015;
Robinson et al., 2013, 2014; Robinson, Letkiewicz, Overstreet,
Ernst, & Grillon, 2011). We measured attentional capture by
previously reward-associated stimuli under conditions in which the
threat of shock was and was not present. To test whether the effect
of the threat of shock differed for participants with different
proclivities toward anxiety and depression, we included a battery
of questionnaires assessing relevant constructs (Beck, Steer, Ball,
& Ranieri, 1996; Carver & White, 1994; Ferreira & Murray, 1983;
Patton, Stanford, & Barratt, 1995). Our objective was to test
between the competing accounts of threat and reward processing
outlined above, and we did not have specific predictions concern-
ing which outcome was more likely.

Method

Participants. Thirty-eight participants (23 females), between
the ages of 18 and 35 inclusive, were recruited from the Texas
A&M University community. All participants were English-
speaking, reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and
normal color vision. All procedures were approved by the Texas
A&M University Institutional Review Board and were conducted
in accordance with the principles expressed in the Declaration of
Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained for each partic-
ipant. The sample size was informed by a power analysis in which
the power to detect value-driven attentional capture and the power
to detect threat-dependent modulations in attentional capture were
considered. The effect size for attentional capture by a high-value
distractor was estimated from Anderson and Kim (2018), on which
the design of the task was based (dz � 0.55). The effect size for
threat-dependent modulations in attentional capture was estimated
at �2 � 0.09 from Sutherland and Mather (2012). At � � .05, a
sample size of at least 28 participants would provide � � 0.80 to
detect each of the two effects.

Apparatus. A Dell OptiPlex 7040 (Dell, Round Rock, TX)
equipped with MATLAB software (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and
Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997) was used to
present the stimuli on a Dell P2717H monitor. The participants
viewed the monitor from a distance of approximately 70 cm in a
dimly lit room. Paired electrodes (EL500, BioPac Systems, Inc.,
Goleta, CA) were attached to the left forearm of each participant,
and electric shocks were delivered through an isolated linear
stimulator under the constant current setting (STMISOLA, BioPac
Systems), which was controlled by custom MATLAB scripts.
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Eye-tracking was conducted using the EyeLink 1000 Plus system
(SR Research Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada), and head position
was maintained using a manufacturer-provided chin rest (SR Re-
search Ltd.).

Individual differences assessments. All participants com-
pleted electronic implementations of the State–Trait Anxiety In-
ventory (STAI-state, STAI-trait; Ferreira & Murray, 1983), Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck et al., 1996), Behavioral Ac-
tivation/Inhibition System Inventory (BAS/BIS; Carver & White,
1994), and Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11; Patton et al.,
1995) before completing the experimental task. After the experi-
mental task, participants again completed the STAI-state inven-
tory.

Stimuli. In the training phase, each trial consisted of a gaze-
contingent fixation display, a stimulus array, and a feedback dis-
play (see Figure 1A). The fixation display consisted of a box

(3.3° � 2.5° visual angle) at the center of the screen. Each circle
in the search array was 4.5° visual angle in diameter. Stimuli
located on the left and right sides were 9.3° visual angle from the
meridian. Vertically, stimuli were 3.3° visual angle and 7.4° visual
angle above and below the horizontal equator. Targets were red
and green, and the colors of the nontargets were drawn from the set
{blue, cyan, pink, orange, yellow, white} without replacement
(Anderson et al., 2011, 2014). If the target was fixated within the
timeout limit, a feedback display was presented consisting of the
amount of monetary reward earned on the current trial (�10¢ or �
2¢), and the total reward accumulated across all trials. If the target
was not fixated within the timeout limit, the word “Miss” would
appear in the feedback in place of the trial earnings. Fixating a
nontarget did not trigger any outcome, and it was possible to fixate
a nontarget before fixating the target within the timeout limit and
still receive the target-associated reward.

Figure 1. Sequence of trial events. (A) Training phase for Experiments 1–3. Each trial began after the
participant fixated the white box located in the center of the screen for 500 ms. The target was defined by color
(red or green, exactly one of which was present on each trial). Correct responses were followed by the delivery
of monetary reward feedback. (B) Test phase of Experiment 1. Participants were informed whether it was or was
not possible to receive an electric shock during the next block of 20 trials. Each trial began after the participant
fixated the image corresponding to each block at the center of the screen for 500 ms. The target was defined as
the unique shape, and no reward feedback was provided. (C) Test phase of Experiment 2, which mirrored
Experiment 1 except that each block was the same and there was no reference to shock. (D) In Experiment 3,
each of two 120-trial blocks of the test phase was preceded by a separate training phase. The stimuli were
identical to Experiment 1. (E) In Experiment 4, there was no training phase and participants completed only the
shape singleton search task with a color singleton as a distractor. The block design and procedure were identical
to Experiment 1. (F) In Experiment 5, the same shape singleton search task as in Experiment 4 was completed
without reference to shock. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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In the test phase, before each block of trials, participants were
presented with a display indicating whether shock was possible in
that block. Each circle in the search array had a 4.5° visual angle
diameter and diamonds were 4.1° � 3.7° visual angle. The target
was defined as the unique shape. At the beginning of a possible
shock block, the display would present the words “Possible Shock”
along with a white box that contained an image of a lightning bolt.
At the beginning of a no-shock block, the display would present
the words “No Shock” along with a white box that contained an
image of a lightning bolt with a red hash over it. Each trial
consisted of a gaze-contingent fixation display, a stimulus array,
and a blank inter-trial-interval (see Figure 1B). The fixation dis-
play included the identical image referenced at the start of each
block, either a white box with a lightning bolt or red hash covering
the bolt. The locations of the stimuli and the colors of the nontar-
gets were identical to the training phase. If participants were
unable to fixate the target within the timeout limit, the word
“Miss” would appear during the inter-trial-interval. During possi-
ble shock blocks, a small number of trials were added in which
electric shock was delivered in place of the stimulus array.

Design. Both the training phase and the test phase were split
into two runs, with each run consisting of 120 trials (240 trials total
in each phase). In the training phase, the target was equally often
red and green. Each target color appeared in each stimulus position
equally often within a run, and trials were presented in a random
order. For each participant, one of the color targets (counterbal-
anced) would yield a monetary reward of 10¢ on 80% of trials and
2¢ on 20% of trials (high-value target); the other color target
would yield 2¢ on 80% of trials and 10¢ on 20% of trials (low-
value target). In the test phase, block order was counterbalanced
across participants. On half of the trials, one of the nontarget
shapes was rendered in the color of the former high-value target
during the training phase (referred to as the distractor). The other
half of trials did not contain either of the prior target colors from
training (distractor-absent trials); the low-value color did not ap-
pear during the test phase, in order to maximize the trials-per-cell
in the factorial design. The target was equally often a diamond
among circles and a circle among diamonds, and was never red or
green. Target and distractor position were fully crossed and coun-
terbalanced, and trials were presented in a random order. In shock
blocks, participants were shocked two times in two blocks, three
times in three blocks, and four times in one block, with the
assignment of number of shocks to blocks randomized. The pattern
of shocks administered in the shock block across trials was pseu-
dorandomly determined with the constraint that shocks were never
administered on consecutive trials nor on the last trial of a block.
At the end of the experiment, participants were paid the total
monetary reward obtained during the training phase.

Procedure. In the training phase, each trial began with the
presentation of a white box that remained on-screen until the
participant fixated on the box for 500 ms. The stimulus array
would then be displayed for 1,000 ms or until the target was
fixated. Then the feedback display would appear for 1,500 ms,
indicating the monetary reward gained and the participant’s total
earnings. Following the training phase, the participant was con-
nected to the isolated linear stimulator and a shock calibration
procedure was conducted for each participant to achieve a level
that was “unpleasant, but not painful” (Murty, Labar, & Adcock,
2012; Schmidt et al., 2015a, 2017). In the test phase, each trial

began with the presentation of the block display, indicating
whether the following block would contain a potential electric
shock or no chance of an electric shock. The block began once the
experimenter pressed the space bar. Each trial began with the
presentation of the identical image referenced in the block display.
Fixation on the image for 500 ms triggered the stimulus array,
which again remained on screen until participants fixated the target
or 1,000 ms elapsed, and the inter-trial-interval lasted 1,000 ms.

Head position was maintained throughout the experiment using
an adjustable chin rest that included a bar upon which to rest the
forehead (SR Research Ltd.). Participants were provided a short
break between each run of the task in which they were allowed to
reposition their head to maintain comfort. Eye position was cali-
brated prior to each block of trials using 9-point calibration (An-
derson & Yantis, 2012), and was manually drift corrected by the
experimenter as necessary (the next trial could not begin until eye
position was registered within 1.1° of the center of the fixation
cross for 500 ms; see, e.g., Nissens, Failing, & Theeuwes, 2017).
During the presentation of the search array, the X and Y position
of the eyes was continuously monitored in real time with respect to
the six stimulus positions, such that fixations were coded on line
(Le Pelley, Pearson, Griffiths, & Beesley, 2015).

Data analysis. One participant withdrew from the experiment
prior to completion and two participants were unable to be eye-
tracked using our apparatus. Thus, 35 complete data sets were
ultimately analyzed.

We measured which of the six shape stimuli was initially fixated
on each trial, as well as whether the target was fixated before the
timeout limit along with the time required to fixate the target (i.e.,
reaction time, RT). Fixation of a stimulus was registered if eye
position remained within a region extending 0.7° around the stim-
ulus for a continuous period of at least 50 ms (100 ms on the target
trigger the termination of the stimulus array; see, e.g., Le Pelley et
al., 2015). Oculomotor capture was determined by comparing the
probability of initially fixating the valuable distractor compared to
the average of other nontarget stimuli. RT was measured from the
onset of the stimulus array until a valid target fixation was regis-
tered. RTs in fixating the target that exceeded three standard
deviations of the mean for a given condition for a given participant
were trimmed (Anderson & Yantis, 2012).

Results

A 2 � 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with distractor condi-
tion (present vs. absent) and block (shock vs. no-shock) as factors
was conducted over mean RT. There was no main effect of
distractor condition, F(1, 34) � 3.01, p � .092, no main effect of
block, F(1, 34) 	 0.01, p � .998, and also no interaction, F(1,
34) � 0.16, p � .689 (see Figure 2A). The same ANOVA
conducted over oculomotor capture revealed a main effect of
distractor condition, F(1, 34) � 8.20, p � .007, �2 � 0.194, but
there was no main effect of block, F(1, 34) � 0.06, p � .802, nor
an interaction F(1, 34) � 0.15, p � .700 (see Figure 2B). Post hoc
comparisons revealed that there were significantly more saccades
to the distractor compared to a nontarget within both the shock
block, t(34) � 2.65, p � 0.012, d � 0.65, and the no-shock block,
t(34) � 2.45, p � 0.02, d � 0.60.

Unsurprisingly given the lack of interaction effects between
attentional capture and threat, no questionnaire measure was pre-
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dictive of the difference in oculomotor capture between shock and
no-shock blocks (see Supplemental Table 1). State anxiety in-
creased after the test phase, t(34) � 6.67, p 	 .001, d � 1.7,
confirming the anxiety-provoking nature of the threat-of-shock
manipulation.

Discussion

In Experiment 1, we found no effects of threat of shock on
value-driven attentional capture. Eye movements were biased to-
ward previously reward-associated stimuli, but the magnitude of
this oculomotor bias did not differ between blocks with and
without the threat of shock. State anxiety, as measured using the
STAI, increased as a result of the test phase manipulation, sug-
gesting that the threat of shock was effective in inducing a state of
anxiety.

Threat can produce two distinct emotional states in an individ-
ual: fear or anxiety; these emotional states are behaviorally dis-
tinct, utilize separate brain networks, and show pharmacological
differences (Blanchard, Yudko, Rodgers, & Blanchard, 1993; Da-
vis et al., 2010; Grillon, Ameli, Woods, Merikangas, & Davis,
1991; Grillon et al., 2008). Fear is a response that occurs from
predictable threat and is quick to dissipate, while anxiety results
from the anticipation of an unpredictable threat and is longer-
lasting. Anxiety is an adaptive mechanism that utilizes heightened
vigilance and promotes rapid responses, particularly in unfamiliar
and threatening conditions (Kalin & Shelton, 1989).

The threat of electric shock has been established as a well-
controlled manipulation of state anxiety within-subjects (Clark et
al., 2012; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Cornwell et al., 2007; Davis
et al., 2010; Grillon et al., 2008; Robinson et al., 2011, 2013,
2015). However, null effects of this manipulation on behavior have
been documented (Robinson et al., 2015), as in our experiment.
One possibility is that the no-shock blocks in the present experi-
ment were not sufficiently long for anxiety to dissipate, especially
given the alternating nature of shock and no-shock blocks (where
future epochs involving shock could be anticipated). Unlike in the
manipulation of fear in which the removal of the fearful stimulus

quickly returns a person to a baseline state (Davis et al., 2010;
Grillon et al., 1991), a state of anxiety may be “bleeding over” into
no-shock blocks in the present experiment, compromising the
effectiveness of the block manipulation. A global state of threat
could be influencing capture across the entire task, in similar
measure across blocks.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, there was no difference in capture between
“shock” and “no-shock” blocks, which on the surface is consistent
with the idea that brain systems for value and threat influence
attention independently. However, it is unclear whether our ma-
nipulation of anxiety through threat varied substantively between
blocks. Potentially, anxiety instilled through the threat of shock
during the “shock” blocks is unable to be turned off in quick
succession and resulted in a global state of threat over the entirety
of the test phase of Experiment 1. Thus, in Experiment 2, we
recruited a new group of participants to complete an otherwise
identical task, but without any threat of electric shock. All mention
of shock was removed from the task. Of interest was whether the
magnitude of value-driven attentional capture would differ from
the magnitude observed in Experiment 1 where participants were
sometimes under threat of shock.

Method

Participants. Thirty-two participants (18 females), between
the ages of 18 and 35, were recruited from the Texas A&M
University community. All participants reported normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal color vision. All
procedures were approved by the Texas A&M University Institu-
tional Review Board and all study procedures were conducted in
accordance with the principles expressed in the Declaration of
Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained for each partic-
ipant.

Apparatus and stimuli. The apparatus and stimuli were iden-
tical to Experiment 1, with the exception that the isolated linear

Figure 2. Response time (A) and fixation data (B) from the test phase of Experiment 1. Data are broken down
by block (shock vs. no-shock) and distractor present versus absent in (A) and fixations on the distractor versus
a nontarget in (B). Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean. �� p 	 .01.
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stimulator was not used and no shock-related images were pre-
sented.

Design and procedure. The design and procedure were iden-
tical to Experiment 1, with the exception that the administration of
electric shock and any references to electric shock, including in the
instructions and images, were removed (see Figure 1C).

Data analysis. Data were analyzed in the same manner as
Experiment 1. Two participants were unable to be eye-tracked
using our apparatus. Thus, 30 complete data sets were analyzed.

Results

A 2 � 2 ANOVA with distractor condition (present vs. absent)
and experiment (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2) as factors was
conducted over mean RT. We collapsed performance across
“shock” and “no-shock” blocks for Experiment 1 because there
were no differences found between them. This ANOVA revealed
a main effect of distractor condition, F(1, 63) � 12.06, p � .001,
�2 � 0.161, but no effect of experiment, F(1, 63) � 2.40, p �
.127, or interaction, F(1, 63) � 1.85, p � .179 (see Figure 3A).
The same ANOVA conducted over oculomotor capture revealed a
main effect of distractor condition, F(1, 63) � 34.60, p 	 .001,
�2 � 0.354, and, critically, a significant interaction, F(1, 63) �
5.96, p � .017, �2 � 0.086. The main effect of experiment was not
significant, F(1, 63) � 1.19, p � .175 (see Figure 3B).

Discussion

In Experiment 2, we conducted the identical task as Experiment
1 but with no reference to electric shock. This allowed us to
compare the magnitude of value-driven attentional capture be-
tween conditions with (Experiment 1) and without (Experiment 2)
a threat manipulation. As in Experiment 1, robust value-driven
attentional capture was observed, this time in both RT and eye
movements. In addition, oculomotor capture was significantly

greater in magnitude in Experiment 2 (as evidenced by the exper-
iment by distractor condition interaction), indicating that the threat
of shock generally suppressed attentional capture by previously
reward-associated stimuli.

Experiment 3

In Experiment 1, we were unable to produce a within-subject
effect of shock using the alternating block design. As previously
discussed, we hypothesized that participants were unable to reduce
their anxiety levels back to baseline in the no-shock blocks given
the timeframe of block switches. Experiment 2 showed that the
threat of shock was indeed having a significant effect on oculo-
motor capture, consistent with the idea that participants in Exper-
iment 1 were completing the test phase under a global state of
anxiety. Given the novelty of this finding, which contrasts with the
effects of threat on the processing of physically salient stimuli
(e.g., Esterman et al., 2013; Mather & Sutherland, 2011; Suther-
land & Mather, 2012, 2015), we wanted to replicate and extend the
evidence for this relationship. Therefore, in Experiment 3, we
examined whether within-subject effects of anxiety on value-
driven attentional capture would be evident when threat of shock
was confined to a distinct epoch of the task, providing a clear
boundary between threatening and nonthreatening contexts. In-
stead of alternating blocks after 20 trials, we modified the design
to have participants complete two otherwise identical implanta-
tions of the test phase in which the delivery of shock was and was
not possible.

Method

Participants. Thirty-two participants (18 females), between
the ages of 18 and 35, were recruited from the Texas A&M
University community. All participants reported normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal color vision. All

Figure 3. Comparison of response time (A) and fixations (B) between the test phase of Experiment 1 (collapsed
across shock and no-shock blocks) and Experiment 2. Data are broken down by experiment and distractor present
versus absent in (A) and fixations on the distractor versus a nontarget in (B). Error bars reflect the standard error
of the mean. � p 	 .05. ��� p 	 .001.
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procedures were approved by the Texas A&M University Institu-
tional Review Board and all study procedures were conducted in
accordance with the principles expressed in the Declaration of
Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained for each partic-
ipant.

Apparatus and stimuli. The apparatus and stimuli were iden-
tical to Experiment 1.

Design and procedure. The design and procedure were sim-
ilar to Experiment 1. However, we changed the design to have two
training and test phases (see Figure 1D). Instead of an alternating
block design of 20 trials, the test phase consisted of two blocks of
120 trials each, one with and one without the threat of shock (order
counterbalanced between subjects). A training phase of 180 trials
preceded each test phase. Such an alternating training-test design
has been shown to have high test–retest reliability in measure-
ments of value-driven attentional capture (Anderson & Kim,
2018). In addition, each participant was only connected to the
isolated linear stimulator before the test phase of the “shock” block
and was immediately disconnected from the device after comple-
tion of the “shock” block. After disconnecting the stimulator from
the participant, they completed the posttask STAI state inventory
before proceeding (in addition to at the beginning of the experi-
ment).

Data analysis. Data were analyzed in the same manner as
Experiment 1, with the exception that the order of blocks (shock
block first vs. no-shock block first) was included as a factor in the
ANOVAs. Data from two participants were excluded from analy-
ses because their accuracy was lower than 70% and two partici-
pants were unable to be eye-tracked using our apparatus. Thus, 28
complete data sets were analyzed.

Results

A 2 � 2 � 2 ANOVA with distractor condition (present vs.
absent), block (shock vs. no-shock), and order (shock block first

vs. no-shock block first) as factors was conducted over mean RT.
Unlike in Experiment 1, there was a significant main effect of
distractor condition, F(1, 26) � 108.77, p 	 .001, �2 � 0.807.
There was no main effect of block, F(1, 26) � 0.50, p � .485, or
order, F(1, 26) � 1.03, p � .321. Importantly, there was a
significant interaction between distractor condition and block, F(1,
26) � 4.35, p � .047, �2 � 0.143 (see Figure 4A), with attentional
capture being reduced under threat of shock. A significant inter-
action was observed between block and the order of blocks, F(1,
26) � 11.20, p � .003, �2 � 0.301, reflecting the fact that
participants were generally faster during the second block (regard-
less of whether that block involved shock or not). The order of
blocks did not interact with distractor condition, F(1, 26) � 0.29,
p � .593, nor was the three-way interaction significant, F(1, 26) �
1.90, p � .18.

The same ANOVA conducted over oculomotor capture revealed
a main effect of distractor condition, F(1, 26) � 6.89, p � .015,
�2 � 0.21. No other main effects or interactions were significant,
Fs 	 1.7, ps � 0.2 (see Figure 4B). As in Experiment 1, state
anxiety increased after the test phase of the shock block, t(27) �
7.71, p 	 .001, d � 1.9, confirming the anxiety-provoking nature
of the threat-of-shock manipulation.

Discussion

In Experiment 3, we modified the design of Experiment 1 to
facilitate assessment of the threat of electric shock within-subjects,
separately training and then testing participants with and without
the use of the isolated linear stimulator. Here, we found robust
value-driven attentional capture and a significant effect of the
threat manipulation on the response time measure, replicating
reduced distractibility in a threatening context. The results provide
converging evidence for the modulatory role of threat in reducing
the magnitude of value-driven attentional capture.

Figure 4. Response time (A) and fixation data (B) from the test phase of Experiment 3. Data are broken down
by block (shock vs. no-shock) and distractor present versus absent in (A) and fixations on the distractor versus
a nontarget in (B). Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean. � p 	 .05. ��� p 	 .001.
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In the present experiment, the measure of value-driven atten-
tional capture sensitive to the threat manipulation was RT, which
differs from Experiments 1–2 in which threat modulated oculo-
motor selection. Each of these measures have been consistently
implicated in distraction by reward cues (e.g., Anderson et al.,
2011, 2013, 2014; Anderson & Kim, 2018; Anderson & Yantis,
2012). In general, the RT cost associated with the distractor was
also numerically much larger in Experiment 3 compared with the
prior two experiments. The reason for this apparent discrepancy is
unclear and reflects a limitation of the present study, although we
do note that the implementation of the reward training, as well as
the period over which attentional capture was measured both in
relation to the threat manipulation and in relation to training, was
quite different across experiments. Fewer trials of training pre-
ceded each epoch of the test phase in the present experiment,
although the two total epochs of training resulted in more training
trials overall. Given that each epoch of the test phase was only half
as long as the test phase of Experiments 1–2, the test phase of
Experiment 3 was likely less subject to extinction, which might
explain the overall more robust attentional capture measured in
this implementation. Any of these differences could have shifted
the sensitivity of the paradigm to the effects of reward history on
attention, although in each case some indication of attentional
capture was significantly reduced under threat.

Experiments 4 and 5

Experiments 1–3 demonstrate reduced value-driven attentional
capture under conditions of threat. This finding contrasts with
previous demonstrations of increased attentional capture by phys-
ically salient stimuli in anxious individuals (Esterman et al., 2013;
Moser et al., 2012) and more preferential processing of physically
salient stimuli following induction of negative arousal (Mather &
Sutherland, 2011; Sutherland & Mather, 2012, 2015). It is tempt-
ing to conclude that threat and anxiety influence value-driven and
salience-driven attention differently, suppressing one while poten-
tiating the other. However, it is unclear whether this is indeed the
case, or whether a particular aspect of our experimental design led
to fundamentally different results. To our knowledge, threat of
shock has not been examined in the context of the additional
singleton task (Theeuwes, 1992), which serves as the basis of our
experimental paradigm.

Our goal here was to conceptually replicate findings supporting
arousal-biased competition in the context of the processing of
physically salient stimuli (Mather & Sutherland, 2011; Sutherland
& Mather, 2012, 2015) and links between anxiety and increased
attentional capture by physically salient stimuli (Esterman et al.,
2013; Moser et al., 2012), but in the specific context of our visual
search paradigm using a threat of shock manipulation. This would
provide a more direct contrast to the findings of our prior exper-
iments. Therefore, Experiments 4 and 5 paralleled Experiments 1
and 2, but using physically salient color singleton distractors (see
Theeuwes, 1992, 2010) in the absence of prior reward training. We
hypothesized that threat of shock would magnify rather than sup-
press attentional capture by physically salient distractors, consis-
tent with prior findings using different experimental tasks and
different manipulations of threat and anxiety (Esterman et al.,
2013; Moser et al., 2012). To maintain consistency with the prior
experiments, we retained the rapid-switching block structure of

Experiment 4 and anticipated the need for Experiment 5 to provide
a comparison condition with no threat of shock. We chose this
between-subjects manipulation of threat of shock, rather than the
within-subjects approach adopted in Experiment 3, given that the
interaction with threat was more robust in Experiments 1–2 and
oculomotor indicators of attentional capture, including value-
driven attentional capture, tend to have higher reliability as a
dependent measure (Anderson & Kim, 2018).

Method

Participants. Thirty-eight unique participants were recruited
for both Experiment 4 and 5 (18 females and 20 females, respec-
tively), between the ages of 18 and 35, from the Texas A&M
University community. All participants reported normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal color vision. All
procedures were approved by the Texas A&M University Institu-
tional Review Board and all study procedures were conducted in
accordance with the principles expressed in the Declaration of
Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained for each partic-
ipant.

Apparatus and stimuli. The apparatus was identical to Ex-
periment 1. The stimuli were identical to Experiment 1 except
for the colors of the shapes. On distractor-absent trials, all of
the shapes were a single color (red or green, counterbalanced
across participants). On distractor-present trials, one of the
nontarget shapes was shown in the other color (red or green),
which constituted the physically salient distractor (see Figure
1E and 1F).

Design and procedure. There were no training phases in
Experiments 4 and 5. The design and procedure of Experiments 4
and 5 were identical to those corresponding to the test phase of
Experiments 1 and 2, respectively.

Data analysis. Data were analyzed in the same manner as
Experiments 1 and 2. For Experiment 4, data from one participant
was excluded because their accuracy was lower than 70% for the
task, two participants withdrew from the study prior to completion,
one participant was unable to be eye-tracked using our apparatus,
and data from one participant was identified as an outlier and
removed from further analysis (capture score exceeded 2.5 SD of
the mean). For Experiment 5, four participants were unable to be
eye-tracked using our apparatus and data from one participant was
identified as an outlier and removed from further analysis (using
the same 2.5 SD criterion). Thus, 33 complete data sets were
analyzed for each experiment.

Results

For Experiment 4, a 2 � 2 ANOVA with distractor condition
(present vs. absent) and block (shock vs. no-shock) as factors was
conducted over mean RT. We found a main effect of distractor
condition, F(1, 32) � 231.47, p 	 .001, �2 � 0.879, but there was
no main effect of block, F(1, 32) � 1.38, p � .249, and also no
interaction, F(1, 32) � 1.85, p � .183 (see Figure 5A). Post hoc
comparisons revealed that response times were significantly
slower during distractor-present trials within both the shock block,
t(32) � 11.80, p 	 0.001, d � 1.71, and the no-shock block,
t(32) � 13.75, p 	 0.001, d � 1.85. The same ANOVA conducted
over oculomotor capture revealed a main effect of distractor con-
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dition, F(1, 32) � 153.86, p 	 .001, �2 � 0.828, but there was
neither a main effect of block, F(1, 32) � 0.06, p � .816, nor an
interaction F(1, 32) � 0.14, p � .708 (see Figure 5B). Post hoc
comparisons revealed that there were significantly more saccades
to the distractor compared with a nontarget within both the shock
block, t(32) � 11.71, p 	 0.001, d � 2.93, and the no-shock block,
t(32) � 12.09, p 	 0.001, d � 3.1.

For Experiment 5, a 2 � 2 ANOVA with distractor condition
(present vs. absent) and experiment (Experiment 4 vs. Experiment
5) as factors was conducted over mean RT. As in Experiment 2, we
collapsed performance across “shock” and “no-shock” blocks for
Experiment 4 because there were no differences found between
them. This ANOVA revealed a main effect of distractor condition,
F(1, 64) � 446.75, p 	 .001, �2 � 0.875, but there was neither a
main effect of experiment, F(1, 64) � 2.65, p � .108, nor an
interaction, F(1, 64) � 0.62, p � .433 (see Figure 6A). The same

ANOVA conducted over oculomotor capture revealed a main
effect of distractor condition, F(1, 64) � 284.26, p 	 .001,
�2 � 0.816. In addition, we found a marginal effect of exper-
iment, F(1, 64) � 3.73, p � .058, �2 � 0.055, and a marginal
interaction, F(1, 64) � 3.22, p � .078, �2 � 0.048. Importantly,
this trend was in the opposite direction compared with our
experiments of value-driven attentional capture (see Figure 6B),
with capture being greater in magnitude during the experiment
with threat of shock.

To statistically assess whether threat differentially modulates
value-driven and salience-driven oculomotor capture, we con-
ducted a follow-up 2 � 2 � 2 ANOVA with distractor condition
(present vs. absent), presence of shock (shock vs. no-shock), and
type of distractor (valuable vs. physically salient) as factors, and
probed the three-way interaction. The three-way interaction was
indeed significant, F(1, 127) � 6.79, p � .010, �2 � 0.051,

Figure 5. Response time (A) and fixation data (B) from the test phase of Experiment 4. Data are broken down
by block (shock vs. no-shock) and distractor present versus absent in (A) and fixations on the distractor versus
a nontarget in (B). Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean. ��� p 	 .001.

Figure 6. Comparison of response time (A) and fixations (B) between the test phase of Experiment 4 (collapsed
across shock and no-shock blocks) and Experiment 5. Data are broken down by experiment and distractor present
versus absent in (A) and fixations on the distractor versus a nontarget in (B). Error bars reflect the standard error
of the mean. ��� p 	 .001.
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confirming a significant difference in how threat modulates value-
driven and salience-driven attentional capture.

Discussion

In Experiments 4 and 5, we examined how the threat of electric
shock modulates attentional capture to physically salient stimuli in
the additional singleton paradigm. We emulated the design and
procedure of our experiments examining value-driven attentional
capture (Experiments 1 and 2), but removed the training phase and
replaced previously reward-associated distractors with physically
salient color singleton distractors. We found a robust effect of the
distractor for both RT and eye movements in Experiment 4, but
again found no difference between blocks with and without the
threat of shock in a rapid switching design. In anticipation of the
anxiety “bleed-over” between blocks, we conducted Experiment 5
without the threat of shock to serve as a comparison condition (as
in Experiment 2). A robust effect of the distractor was again
observed in Experiment 5. Contrary to Experiments 1 and 2,
however, the influence of shock on attentional capture trended in
the opposite direction, with capture being greater in magnitude
under threat of shock, consistent with arousal-biased competition
(Mather & Sutherland, 2011; Sutherland & Mather, 2012, 2015). A
significant three-way interaction across experiments confirmed
that the impact of threat differently affects value-driven and
salience-driven attentional capture; while the threat of shock sup-
pressed attentional capture by previously reward-associated stim-
uli, it tended to increase attentional capture to the physical salience
of objects.

General Discussion

In the present study, we used the value-driven attentional cap-
ture paradigm to assess the influence of threat-induced anxiety on
attentional capture by reward-associated stimuli. We used the
threat of electric shock to manipulate anxiety, as in previous
studies (Clark et al., 2012; Cornwell et al., 2007; Davis et al.,
2010; Grillon et al., 2008; Robinson et al., 2011, 2013, 2015).
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated attenuated value-driven atten-
tional capture when previously reward-associated stimuli are en-
countered in a threatening situation, and this basic pattern was
replicated in Experiment 3. Changes in self-reported state anxiety
confirmed the effectiveness of our threat of shock manipulation.
On the other hand, in Experiments 4 and 5, threat of shock showed
a trend toward increasing susceptibility to attentional capture by
physically salient stimuli, consistent with prior reports (Esterman
et al., 2013; Moser et al., 2012). Our findings reveal a striking
dissociation in which the threat of electric shock suppresses ocu-
lomotor capture by reward cues, while increasing oculomotor
capture by physically salient stimuli.

The threat of shock paradigm has reliably induced anxiety in
both human and animal studies (e.g., Davis et al., 2010; Grillon et
al., 2008). However, null effects of the threat of shock paradigm
have also been reported in two different decision-making tasks
utilizing a similar fast-alternating block design (Robinson et al.,
2015; compare with Experiments 1 and 4 of the present study).
Robinson et al. (2015) speculated that the threat of shock manip-
ulation may not have been significant enough to elicit behavioral
change; however, in the present study, between-experiment mea-

sures of oculomotor capture and a within-subject manipulation
involving a longer epoch of no threat produced reliable effects of
threat of shock. Therefore, we hypothesize that the null effect of
threat within-subjects in Experiments 1 and 4 was due to the
slow-dissipating nature of anxiety (Kalin & Shelton, 1989), which
bled over into the no-shock blocks and produced a global state of
anxiety. In utilizing the threat of shock paradigm,
a fast-alternating block design may be suboptimal, and either a
between-subjects manipulation or a manipulation involving an
extended epoch with and without the threat of shock may be more
robust.

Previous studies observing the effects of anxiety on attentional
capture by physically salient stimuli have tended to find evidence
for increased attentional capture (Esterman et al., 2013; Moser et
al., 2012). These studies supported the theory that anxiety pro-
duces a vigilant state within an individual and results in heightened
responsiveness to external events under threatening conditions
(Armony & Dolan, 2002; Kalin & Shelton, 1989; Mogg & Brad-
ley, 1999; Pourtois, Grandjean, Sander, & Vuilleumier, 2004). The
vigilance hypothesis of anxiety has also been supported in the
context of attention to threatening facial expressions (Hahn &
Gronlund, 2007; Sussman, Jin, & Mohanty, 2016; Sussman, Sze-
kely, Hajcak, & Mohanty, 2016; Williams, McGlone, Abbott, &
Mattingley, 2005). Similarly, the arousal-biased competition hy-
pothesis suggests that negative arousal enhances high-priority vi-
sual signals at the expense of less-salient signals, biasing percep-
tual processing more strongly in favor of physically salient stimuli
(Mather & Sutherland, 2011). A state of heightened vigilance has
also been shown to reduce errors in go/no-go tasks (Grillon et al.,
2017), indicating that anxiety may be effective and beneficial in
facilitating rapid and accurate information processing.

Previously reward-associated stimuli preferentially draw atten-
tion (e.g., Anderson et al., 2011), which is thought to in part reflect
stronger signals evoked by previously reward-associated stimuli in
the visual cortex (Anderson, 2016a, 2017; Anderson, Laurent, &
Yantis, 2014; Hickey & Peelen, 2015, 2017). To the degree that
such value-biased visual signals are processed in a similar fashion
to differences in feature contrast, or to the degree that anxiety
invokes a general tendency to monitor for unexpected visual
events at the expense of goal-directed attention, more robust at-
tentional capture by reward cues would be expected under condi-
tions of threat. However, our results reveal the exact opposite
pattern. We show that the processing of negative emotional infor-
mation such as threat interacts with the ability of learned value to
guide attention, aligning with the dual competition framework
(Pessoa, 2009). This model proposes that task-irrelevant threat
information competes for central processing resources with cog-
nition, potentially impairing cognitive processes. Our findings are
consistent with the idea that negative valence states interfere with
value-based attentional guidance, competing for limited processing
resources.

The nature of this hypothesized competition in the processing of
emotionally valent information is unclear. Broadly, the processing
of salient features of objects have been organized into an oculo-
motor control network, starting from neuronal activation in early
visual areas V1 (Knierim & van Essen, 1992) and V4 (Burrows &
Moore, 2009) to later cortical areas such as the parietal cortex
(Balan & Gottlieb, 2006), and the frontal eye field (Bichot &
Schall, 1999; Moore, Armstrong, & Fallah, 2003; Thompson &
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Bichot, 2005), in addition to the superior colliculus (Fecteau, Bell,
& Munoz, 2004). Likewise, value-driven attentional capture also
recruits the early visual cortex, ventral visual cortex, and the
posterior parietal cortex (Anderson, 2017; Anderson et al., 2014;
Hickey & Peelen, 2015, 2017; Hopf et al., 2015; Serences, 2008).
However, additional regions have been linked to value-driven
attentional capture specifically, both in the basal ganglia (e.g.,
caudate tail; Anderson, 2016a, 2017; Anderson, Kuwabara et al.,
2016; Anderson et al., 2014; Kim & Hikosaka, 2013; Yamamoto,
Kim, & Hikosaka, 2013) and in the limbic system (e.g., amygdala;
Ousdal et al., 2014; Peck, Lau, & Salzman, 2013; Peck & Salzman,
2014). The processing of threat also recruits the amygdala (e.g.,
Cisler & Koster, 2010; Ohman, 2002, 2005). One possibility is that
the reduced influence of reward associations on the control of
attention under threat is a result of the competition between the
processing of threat and value-dependent information processing
within the limbic system and/or basal ganglia. Further consistent
with this hypothesis, attention to emotional targets in a visual
search task has been shown to activate both areas of the spatial
attention network and the limbic system, including the amygdala
(Mohanty, Egner, Monti, & Mesulam, 2009). In addition, studies
of nonhuman primates have identified projections from the baso-
lateral amygdala to the caudate tail (Griggs et al., 2017), suggest-
ing that amygdala-dependent processing and other regions in-
volved in value-driven attention are interconnected.

An alternative possibility, not mutually exclusive with the prior,
is that threat biases attention toward a more stimulus-driven mode
of information processing in which salient external events more
effectively drive selection. Learned value associations reflect in-
ternally generated bias signals, which may be generally suppressed
when under threat. Interactions between different valence-
dependent processing mechanisms in the control of attention are
largely unexplored, and the present study suggests that this is an
area of inquiry ripe for future investigation.

Previously reward-associated stimuli have been consistently
shown to compete effectively with a more physically salient target
for attention under conditions without an explicit threat manipu-
lation (e.g., Anderson et al., 2011, 2013, 2014; Anderson & Kim,
2018; Anderson & Yantis, 2012), suggesting that valuable stimuli
have high attentional priority (Anderson, 2016a). In this sense, our
findings suggest a limitation to the arousal-biased competition
model of information processing (Mather & Sutherland, 2011;
Sutherland & Mather, 2012, 2015). It seems not to be the case than
any high-priority information is biased under states of negative
arousal, as manipulated here via threat of shock. Rather, as out-
lined above, the kind of priority enhanced by threat and/or negative
arousal may be restricted to stimulus-driven representations or
might not translate to positively valenced representations.

In addition to supporting competition in the processing of re-
ward and threat, our findings have other important theoretical
implications. First, it is clear that value-driven attentional priority
cannot be reduced to a change in the perceived salience of a
stimulus at the sensory level. If this were the case, threat would be
expected to influence attention to valuable stimuli and physically
salient stimuli in the same manner, which is clearly inconsistent
with our results. It seems more likely that distinctly valence-
dependent representations contribute, at least in part, to the control
of value-driven attention. In addition, our findings suggest that
susceptibility to distraction is not a uniformly state-dependent

phenomenon. Although the threat of shock creates an anxiety-
induced state, this state of anxiety has a fundamentally different
effect on the orienting of attention depending on the eliciting
stimulus. That is, anxiety does not have general effect on distract-
ibility that can be reduced to heightened vigilance, but rather, its
effect appears to be contingent upon the nature of the distracting
information. Future research might seek to investigate the influ-
ence of threat on other factors involved in the control of attentional
control, such as selection history (Awh, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes,
2012) and goal-contingent attentional capture (Folk et al., 1992).

The present study focused on the influence of threat on value-
driven attention. The extent to which the competitive relationship
observed in the present study is particular to value-driven atten-
tion, or the extent to which it reflects a broader principle of
valenced-dependent competition, is unclear. It is possible that the
processing of negatively valenced information competes with the
processing of positively valenced information more broadly, which
would predict the same pattern of results for attention to aversively
conditioned stimuli with and without a positive arousal manipula-
tion. Another interesting question not addressed by the present
study concerns the influence of threat on attention to aversively
conditioned stimuli. Valence-dependent competition might predict
enhanced attentional capture in this situation. Future research
should explore these possibilities. Relatedly, it is unclear whether
the observed pattern of results is particular to the influence of
associative reward learning on attention, or whether attention to
arguably more “hard-wired” positively valenced stimuli such as
erotica (Most, Smith, Cooter, Levy, & Zald, 2005) would be
similarly subject to threat-dependent suppression. Future research
might also explore the influence of trial-by-trial modulations in
threat and/or negative arousal on the capture of attention, poten-
tially using pupil dilation or electrodermal activity (EDA) as an
online indicator.

The findings of the present study also have potential implica-
tions for our understanding of addiction. An important component
of addiction is attentional bias (see Anderson, 2016b; Field & Cox,
2008; for reviews). Drug cues capture the attention of drug-
dependent patients (e.g., Hogarth, Dickinson, & Duka, 2003; Lub-
man, Peters, Mogg, Bradley, & Deakin, 2000; Mogg, Bradley,
Field, & De Houwer, 2003), and attentional biases toward drug
cues are related to craving (Field, Mogg, & Bradley, 2004, 2005;
Field, Mogg, Mann, Bennett, & Bradley, 2013; Franken, Kroon,
Wiers, & Jansen, 2000) and relapse (Carpenter, Schreiber, Church,
& McDowell, 2006; Cox, Hogan, Kristian, & Race, 2002; Maris-
sen et al., 2006; Powell, Dawkins, West, Powell, & Pickering,
2010; Waters et al., 2003). Furthermore, drug dependence is also
associated with more pronounced attentional biases for stimuli
previously associated with nondrug reward (Albertella et al., 2017;
Anderson et al., 2013; Anderson, Kronemer, Rilee, Sacktor, &
Marvel, 2016), suggesting that susceptibility to automatic reward-
related influences on attention may play a role in the addiction
process (see Anderson, 2016b). At the same time, it is well known
that stress can facilitate relapse (e.g., Sinha, 2007), and yet the
present study demonstrates that stress actually suppresses attention
to reward cues at least in a college-age sample not screened for
substance abuse or dependence. One possibility suggested by our
data is that value-driven attention is unrelated to the influence of
stress on relapse. It is also possible that stress and anxiety have a
different impact on the attention system in drug-dependent indi-
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viduals, or that stress and anxiety suppress attention to cues for
positive reinforcers (such as money) while facilitating attention to
cues for negative reinforcers (which can include drug cues asso-
ciated with relief from symptoms of withdrawal). In either case,
our findings suggest a more complex relationship between reward-
related attentional bias and processes relevant to addiction, and
more research is needed to explore these and other interesting
possibilities.
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